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Badium,' but ' there is an x such that x discovered Radium ' and
• there is an x such that x is golden and a mountain'. But then we
have got back to Seinsmeinen.

I shall say very little about the IXth Chapter, because it is of less
general interest than the others, consisting as it does largely of
a polemic against Von Ehrenfels' views of desire and value. It is
only necessary to note that Meinong holds that there are psychical
states which stand in the same intermediate position between ideas
and desires or ideas and feelings as do Annahmen between ideas
and judgments. He holds further that there is a general law
about the causation of desires, which runs as follows. In desire we
present an object, we then suppose the objective that it exists.
This Annahme causes a quasi-feeling, and, if the latter be pleasur-
able it causes us to desire the existence of the object.

The last chapter consists of a summary of the results of the
work. The book as a whole can safely be described as a model
of acute and profound investigation into the hardest and most
fundamental questions of philosophy.

C. D. BBOAB.

Formal Logic : A Scientific and Social Problem. By F. C. S.
SCHILLKB, M.A., D.Sc. London : Macmillan & Co., 1912.
Pp. xviii, 423. Prioe 10B.

DB. SCHILLER'S book characterises itself as a challenge at the very
outset by its dedication ' to the memory of the last great liberator
of the human spirit, William James'. It is a sustained attack on
what Dr. Schiller regards as the futility, the verbalism, the self-con-
tradiotoriness of the traditional theory of Formal Logic. And what
gives a keener point to his criticisms is the fact that, from the posi-
tion of Formal Logic in the academic curriculum of British Univer-
sities (to go no further afield), it is taught to larger numbers of
students than any other philosophical subject, and that to many of
these students it is the only glimpse of philosophy they ever get.
Dr. Schiller thus challenges not merely a theoretical tradition of
great antiquity, but also a long-established educational practice. It
is but natural that a book of a character so highly controversial
should have given rise to the most diverse and conflicting estimates.
Some critics have hailed it as marking the opening of a new epoch
in the study of Logic. Others have shrugged their shoulders over
it and declared that Formal Logic has long ago been weighed and
found wanting, and that this reopening of a chose jvgie serves no
good purpose. Both these estimates may well be extreme, yet
which of them we shall consider to be nearer to the truth, will de-
pend wholly on the view we take ourselves of the position and
value of Formal Logic. This, then, is the first question which we
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must settle in order to gain a standpoint from which to appreciate
the character and success of Dr. Schiller's criticisms.

The position of Formal Logic, when one comes to think of it, is
in many ways curiously paradoxical. It is, for instance, as Dr.
Schiller points out (p. xi), not easy to find an explanation, on
grounds either of common sense or of education, for the fact that
the prescribed curriculum of many Universities demands the ex-
pounding, titter alia, of the ' theory of scientific method ' to literary
students, most of whom know no science, whilst the professed
students of science are left without any logical training whatever.
It is a mystery how the average member of a ' Pass ' class in Logic
is to understand the meaning of scientific methods, seeing that
he has no practice in, or experience of, their application, and no
acquaintance with the facts to which they are to be applied. For
no one will, surely, contend that the odd examples to be found in
text-books can really fill that gap or produce a genuine under-
standing of scientific ways of thinking. Speaking both as an ex-
aminer in, and as a teacher of, the subject, with experience of several
Universities, I have no hesitation in saying that the average student
carries away only the most superficial grasp of the nature of scien-
tific inferences. In fact, his understanding would be more accurately
described as a misunderstanding.

Again, the ' deductive ' part of Logic is full of traditional survivals
which are taught without that historical background which alone
gives them meaning or makes them really intelligible. Those parts
of the traditional doctrine which go back to Aristotle, are a mere
fragment of Aristotle's whole theory of Logic, and moreover a frag-
ment not only torn from its relation to Aristotelian science and from
its context in Aristotle's theory of knowledge and whole philoso-
phical system, but also transformed by the handling it has received
from mediaeval logicians. We shall, most of us, agree that the im-
portance and meaning of, e.g., the theory of the categories, or of
essence, property and accident is not easily made intelligible apart
from its historical background, and that the application of these
conceptions to the ways of thinking of modern scientists is, if not
impossible, little better than a tour deforce. Again, there are good
historical explanations for the fact that neither Aristotle nor the
mediaeval logicians had any difficulty about assuming the existence
of ' immediate ' premisses required for the syllogism : but for us this
is the very difficulty which stultifies so much of the theory of the
syllogism.

It is difficult to teach even what Mr. Alfred Bidgwick calls the
' application ' of Logic as a set of rules for the conduct of an argu-
ment, now that the former university practice of set disputations
has fallen into disuse. In fact, Formal Logic has ceased to be the
recognised court of appeal even among philosophers. Kant could
still clinch his exposition of the ' Paralogisms' oC Pure Eeason by
exhibiting them as syllogisms vitiated by the Sophisma Figurae
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Dictionis. Yet even in Kant's syllogisms no one who has not gone
through the ' matter' of the argument would discover the fallacy
from an inspection of the ' form ' alone. And if the practice of an-
nihilating an opponent in debate with the technical terms of Logic
has gone out of fashion, the reason, I suppose, is that we perceive
more clearly how much the soundness and relevance of an argu-
ment depend, not on its formal correctness, but on our grasp of
(he material nexus.

And, lastly, what is the opinion which philosophers hold of Formal
Logic? It is the despised Cinderella among philosophical studies.
All ' philosophical' logicians criticise it and substitute for it
either Symbolic Logic, which is the nearest way to making Logic
consistently Formal, or, more commonly, the Idealistic Logic which,
on the basis of Eant and Hegel, has been developed by Sigwart
and Lotze, by Bradley and Bosanquet. The typical estimate of
Formal Logic from this latter standpoint is well expressed by Bosan-
quet (Essentials, p. 99): ' The educational value of elementary
formal Logic consists chiefly in the exercise of paraphrasing poetical
or rhetorical assertions into this typical shape (of the logical proposi-
tion) with the least possible sacrifice of meaning'. In short, as the
late Professor Adamson used to say, the value of Formal Logic is
merely ' propaedeutical'; it is a good drill for the students in the
handling of thoughts, an exercise in accuracy of thinking, a training
in ingenuity and acuteness of analysis, and in consistency and
orderliness of reasoning. I should myself agree, at any rate for ' de-
ductive ' Logic, that a fair case for the educational value of Formal
Logic can be made out on these lines. But it is, I think, worth
pointing out (1) that if we were consistent in teaching of Logic only
so much as has ' propsedeutio ' value, a very considerable part of the
traditional doctrine would have to be left out; indeed, It is a curious
speculation how much we should have a right to retain if we applied
Bosanquet's dictum, quoted above, with any strictness. (2) But,
secondly, so far from telling our students that we are only going to
give them a dose of mental discipline, text-books and lecturers alike
begin by telling them that Logic is the ' science of true thinking'
or 'of the LawB of thought' or 'of the structure of knowledge' t
Surely, if the value of Logic is purely propaedeutic, and if, admit-
tedly, it is not, in the form in which we teach it, the science either
of true thinking or of the structure of knowledge, we should cease
to make a claim for Formal Logic which may once have been true,
but which is true no longer. Else, alike the consistency and the
honesty of our procedure will be questionable. And we may even
be glad that, in spite of all logical training, the average student is too
unthinking to find out the false pretence, or too much pre-oocupied
with passing his examination to mind if he does.

Anyhow, there are, in the main, two possible estimates of the
value of Formal Logic We may take it (a) as a mere propsedeutio
exercise, or (6) as what it traditionally claims to be, viz., the
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science of true thinking, at least in BO far as ' truth' can be treated
as dependent on ' form '.

When we apply this result to the attitude of modern philosophers
towards Formal Logic, we shall find, I think, (1) that with few ex-
ceptions, philosophers are agreed that Formal Logio as a science
of true thinking is a failure, though they disagree very profoundly
in their reasons for this conclusion and in the remedies they propose.
And (2) if we may argue from the retention of Formal Logic in the
academic curriculum, they are agreed also that Formal Logio has a
' propaedeutic' value which is not destroyed by what Dr. Schiller
•calls the ' verbalism ' of Logic, i.e. taking propositions and infer-
ences apart from their ' context' and, therefore, from their ' actual
meaning as used,' and by the help of arbitrary conventions of
analysis investing them with average ' dictionary meanings '.

And, now, when we turn to Dr. Schiller's estimate of Formal
Logic under these two heads we get the somewhat paradoxical re-
result, (1) that as regards the failure of Logio as a science of true
thinking he differs from the majority of his fellow-philosophers
only in that his condemnation is more sweeping and comprehen-
sive. The whole burden of his contention, the chief point of his
book, is that Formal Logio fails all along the line to substantiate
its traditional claim. Hence (2), as a corollary, Dr. Schiller would
hold that the ' verbalism' and ' inconsistency ' which vitiate For-
mal Logic as a Theory, destroy also any value which may be claimed
for it as mental discipline. He would argue that it should be possible
to have a body of logical doctrine which is not only good discipline,
but also a genuine theory of thinking in the sense of truth-seeking
and truth-finding.

Here, then, we have one definite issue about the educational value
of Formal Logic,—an issue certainly very much worth discussing.
But if this were the only issue, we might well say that Dr. Schiller
need not have written a bulky book to raise it. Perhaps, then,
there is more in Dr. Schiller's arguments on the first issue than
the unwary reader at first perceives. For, at first sight, Dr. Schiller's
arguments seem relevant and effective only against those, if any such
there be, who still accept Formal Logic at its traditional face-value.
Bight through his book Dr. Schiller does argue as if Formal Logic did
not survive merely as a piece of academic discipline, but were still
accepted by philosophers as a satisfactory theory of thought But,
philosophically, as we have seen, that is to argue against a figure
of straw. And Dr. Schiller cannot be surprised if most critics tell
him that they have long abandoned the assumption about the value
of Logic which he attacks, and that, therefore, his critical blows land
In the air.

To this, I suspect, Dr. Schiller's reply would be that, though
' Formal Logic ' has been disowned, ' Formalism ' has remained,
-and is, in fact, vitiating all contemporary Logic, and most fatally
and insidiously the ' Idealistic ' Logic which professes to have
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escaped Pormalistio defects. The fact is that, under the guise of a
criticism of traditional Formal Logic, Dr. Schiller is really attack-
ing most of the fundamental doctrines of every kind of Modern
Logic. His theory of ' meaning' in principle condemns all Sym-
bolic Logic; he attacks the Idealistic principle that nothing but the
whole truth is wholly true; he confronts Intuitionists of all shades
with the difficulty how they propose to distinguish between true
and false intuitions; he finds fatal Formalism in every theory of
Dniversals which treats them apart from their ' application' in which
they are ' particularised'; he urges against all who believe in
'ideals' of knowledge that thereby they make judgment 'psy-
chological ' and ' extra-logical'. These are some of the points of
vital concern to modern logicians which, by a curious hide-and-seek
method, are implicitly attacked in Dr. Schiller's criticism of For-
mal Logic. But if these are the issues which Dr. Schiller really
means to raise, why this roundabout method ? It is surely a tactical
mistake to attack the vice of Formalism in its least vigorous and
flourishing embodiment. What, we must ask, does Dr. Schiller
gain if the error, which he pursues with so much acuteness and
persistence, continues to flourish in other forms ? Hence we can-
not but regret that Dr. Schiller has not rather devoted his subtle
and brilliant powers of criticism to an examination on their merits
of the logical theories which actually are held among philosophers
at the present day. For instance, Dr. Schiller might have made
it his main task to examine that kind of ' Idealistic ' Logic which
is, perhaps, best represented in Boeanquet's Logic. There are,
indeed, a number of passages in Dr. Schiller's book from which it
is easy to infer that he would consider that doctrine also as infected,
with ' Formalism '. But the fact remains that the line of thought
which Bosanquet, amongst many others, represents, took its origin
professedly in a criticism of Formal Logic on the very ground of its
' Formalism,' and that it aims explicitly at a reconstruction which
shall more truly exhibit the movement and the structure of thought
in its striving after knowledge. Whatever the new ' Humanistic'
Logic may be which Dr. Schiller may be expected to give us, it is not
by comparison with Formal Logic, but by comparison chiefly with
this Idealistic Logic that we shall judge i t The more is the pity
that Dr. Schiller has not met the most formidable rival of his own
theory in the open field.

This being the case, most philosophical readers of Dr. Schiller's.
book will be interested, not so much in the details of his criticism
as in the hints and glimpses of positive reconstruction which he
gives us. We are anxious to know what alternative to ' formal-
ists ' logical theories Dr. Schiller can offer us on a ' Pragmatic ' or
* Humanistic' basis.

To begin with, the definitely novel critical achievement for which
Dr. Schiller claims credit is ttmfr he traces all the defects of Formal
Logic to one initial and fundamental error of principle. Formal
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Logic fails, root and branch, because it springs from a false metho-
dological assumption, viz., the assumption that truth has an aspect
of purely ' formal' validity which can be treated in oomplete inde-
pendence of ' material' truth or truth in point of fact In other
words, the separation of Form and Matter is fatal the moment we
come to questions of Truth and Error, for in the recognition of
either there is always, at bottom, operative positive knowledge of
the subject-matter with which we are dealing. The novelty and
the value which Dr. Schiller claims for his examination of Logic
consist just in the thoroughness and relentless persistence with
which he tracks down the fatal consequences of this false abstrac-
tion through all the ramifications of the traditional logical doctrine.
He shows, successfully, as I think, in most instances, how the
attempt to maintain the initial abstraction from ' material' know-
ledge everywhere stultifies logical analysis, divorces it from the
actual procedure of human thought, makes its results meaningless,
inapplicable, misleading, and even—for that is the inevitable fate of
all false abstractions—turns its striving after consistency into in-
consistency. Or, alternatively, Dr. Schiller shows that where
logicians have, in more or less half-hearted manner, attempted to
escape from these consequences of their formal standpoint, they have
done so by admitting ' material' elements into their analysis and
thus contradicting their own formal assumptiona Whilst upholding
an ideal of consistency, they have practised a happy inconsistency.

One might summarise the net result of Dr Schiller's criticism
by saying that the traditional doctrine, even when presented, with
doubtful consistency, in the least abstract and formal way, is in a
position of unstable equilibrium from which it can escape only along
one of two ways. It might either make itself consistently formal
by becoming frankly symbolic. But that is a line which not many
logicians are prepared to take ; and, in any case, from Dr. Schiller's
point of view Symbolic Logic shows the defects of ' Formalism ' in
the most exaggerated way (pp. 390-1). Or, Logic might abandon
its initial abstractions and frankly cease to be formal. And this is
the way which Dr. Schiller would recommend.

How, then, does he propose to effect the reconstruction ? We
get our first clue from a corollary of the abstraction of ' Form '
from ' Matter' which Dr. Schiller might with advantage have
emphasised more clearly at the outset of his work He opens by
challenging explicitly only the notion that a ' formal' truth can
be reached independently of ' material' considerations, but right
through his work there runs criticism of a second abstraction, which
at the end (p. 374) is explicitly put alongside of the former, viz.,
the abstraction from ' psychology ' and ' from the actual context in
which assertions grow up, viz., the time, place, circumstances, and
purpose of the assertion and personality of the assertor'. With
polemics against this abstraction readers of Dr. Schiller's previous
works are, of course, amply familiar. I have called it a ' corollary '
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of the abstraction of Form from Matter, because the nexus of
thought is that the ' material' truth of an assertion or argument
cannot be discussed without knowing exactly what the assertor
means, and that meaning cannot be apprehended except in its oon-
text of purpose and interest, which in turn are relative to the par-
ticular problem or situation with which the thinker is trying to deal.
This emphasis on meaning, and on the selective character which
it owes to interest and purpose, seem to me most valuable, especi-
ally when one thinks of the arbitrary way in which, in ' formal'
analysis, out of the many shades of meaning, emphasis, and impli-
cation which a given form of words may convey, one is seized as
' the' meaning and made the basis of logical analysis. And few, I
imagine, will object seriously to the general terms of the view sum-
marised above. But it is perhaps worth pointing out to Dr. Schiller
that this immunity from criticism is due to the generality of his
statements. It might be very different if Dr. Schiller had given us
details. And there is particularly one point on which I feel mis-
givings. Dr. Schiller makes a very strong case against the funda-
mental abstractions in Formal Logic, but at times he exaggerates
his polemic to a point where he seems to suggest that Logic should
not abstract at all. And that may well make us pause. Logic,
surely, must simplify somewhere, if its task is not to become un-
manageable. It must practise some kind of methodological abstrac-
tion, else its subject-matter will coincide with all the sciences on the
one side and with psychology on the other. From the former
implication one shrinks appalled; and the latter gives rise to three
questions, (a) whether a logician can ever know fully the context
and purpose of any thoughts except his own ; (b) whether there are
not in the psychological context many elements which are irrelevant
to the thought of the moment; and (c) whether there is not much
thinking so-called which the logician is perfectly entitled to neglect

To this third question, at any rate, I gather that Dr. Schiller's
answer would be ' Yes '. For he is never tired of insisting that
much so-called thinking is not properly thinking at all; that for
' real' or ' genuine ' thinking we most have a basis of doubt, i.e.,
a definite problem to the solution of which we bend all our intel-
lectual energies. This alone gives ' purpose ' and ' relevance ' and
' meaning' to our thinking. Now, if this is the kind of thinking
with, which Logic is more especially concerned, to the exclusion, I
take it, of mere memory, play of association, purposeless day-
dreaming, etc, are we, perhaps, to look upon this distinction u
supplying the principle which defines the subject-matter of the New
Logio ? If so, however valuable the emphasis on the forward-looking
attitude of the researcher and problem-solver may be, is there not
just a danger of underrating the amount of quite genuine thinking
that has for its purpose merely the rehearsing and maintaining of
relatively stable systems of established truths? To these, and
similar questions, Dr. Schiller owes us an answer.
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Another striking point about Dr. Schiller's positive teaching is
his emphasis on the experimental character of all genuine thinking-.
To think, i.e. to seek and to propound solutions for problems, is to
him a fine adventure. It means the constant taking of risks,—
risks of theoretical failure, risks of practical defeat There is no
absolute certainty for human thinkers, though we can generally
attain sufficient certainty to live by. That is the justification of
faith, of trusting, in speculation no less than in action, to con-
clusions which are not beyond doubt, *.«. which would have
to be called 'formally invalid'. In greater or less degree all
that we call ' truth' is provisional and liable to reinterpretation
and modification. The 'laws of nature' which our sciences
formulate have grown out of successful guesses on often slender
evidence; they are hypotheses established by verification and
held subject to the continuance of verification; they may even
be ' postulates' with which we confront our world and whioh—
again with both a theoretical and often a practical risk—we may
refuse to abandon, even when some kinds of experience contradict
them. There is a risk of failure in generalising from one case to
another, just as there is always a risk in applying any general law to
a particular case, because the degree of identity which would justify
the inferenoe may not be sufficient—a fact which we often disoover
only when it is too lafe. There is no a priori high-road to truth.
There is only the adventure of the human mind, striving through,
trial and failure to master the world of its experience.

From this point of view we can also best understand what Dr. Schil-
ler sayB about ' Postulates'. They are still described as ' volun-
tary ' and even as ' arbitrary,' but those who would suspect in these
phrases the cloven hoof of an irrational will may take comfort from
the passage (p. 245) in which Dr. Schiller speaks of' the great postu-
lates of rationality, such as causation, number, time, self, God,
freedom, and immortality'. The undeniable extravagance of state-
ment which gave offence to many in ' Axioms as Postulates' has.
disappeared, and the change is all for the better. ' Postulation' is
now soberly described as ' the psychological procedures by which
suggestions are utilised and analogies recognised' (p. 242) and as-
' all spontaneous reactions which go beyond their data and yield
something new that was not necessarily involved in the data' (p.
243). It is dear from this passage that the much-criticised ' arbi-
trariness ' of postulation means no more than the readiness to rely,
in theory and practice, on conclusions for which the evidence, as
measured by syllogistic standards, is insufficient. A postulate
is ' arbitrary' only because the traditional syllogism will not recog-
nise anything short of absolute certainty as valid and legitimate.
To accept, and to act on, probabilities must always seem irrational
and arbitrary if we are to deny reason where we are still short of
absolute certainty.

Some critics have objected : What has all this got to do with.
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Logic ? What concern has truth which, in its own nature, must be
final and absolute, with the limitations of human thinking ? But
this is to fall back on the very position which Dr. Schiller chal-
lenges. At bottom, the point at issue is just this: Should our
theory of thinking be constructed from the standpoint of absolute
truth or from that of the truth-~which is humanly attainable ? Dr.
Schiller has, I think, suooeeded in making out a very strong case
for approaching all logical problems from the standpoint of human
thought engaged in the finding and discovering of truth, striving
to extend its knowledge, delighting in the experiment and adventure
of studying a problem and reaching fresh conclusions. Who will
deny that this is the characteristic attitude, not merely of scientific
research, but of all genuine thinking on any problem whatever ?
Nor, as we have seen, is this movement of thought in any blame-
worthy sense • arbitrary'. It is not neglectful of evidence, nor
contemptuous of reasons for and against. Bather it balances and
weighs evidence delicately, but it is ready—and that is the char-
acteristic point—even where the evidence is inconclusive and falls
short of absolute assurance, to proceed to an intellectual commit-
ment, at least provisionally, as the best step to further and better
knowledge. The degree and kind of evidence which shall suffice
for such commitment will differ widely according as we deal, e.g.,
with an abstract science or with the ' truths' of morality or religion.
We may even suggest that it would be only putting the same point
from a different side, were we to say, that it depends on the degree
of synthesis of the whole personality which is called forth by prob-
lems of varying depth and range. Without absolute certainty, we
yet stake our faith, in every genuine assertion, on the stability of
whole intellectual systems, in which more or less of our whole per-
sonality may be involved.

Thus, through and by means of his searching criticism of Formal
Logic, Dr. Schiller does, I think, raise an issue of principle con-
cerning the standpoint and method of Logic in general which is
eminently worth considering. But I would urge upon Dr. Schiller
most emphatically that by raising the question in this way he has,
so to speak, pledged himself to give us a reconstruction of Logio
on a ' Pragmatic ' or ' Humanistic' basis. There is, on p. 378, a
list of chapter-headings, as it were, of the New Logic which is very
suggestive: ' Meaning (and with it, of course, the communication
and taking of Meaning, i.e. Understanding), Truth, Error, Selec-
tion, Relevance, and Bisk'. Dr. Schiller cannot consider his task
completed until he has carried out this programme in detail And
there should be the least possible delay. For Pragmatism has,
perhaps, so far been too lavish of promises and too chary of fulfil-
ment—spendthrift in criticism, niggardly in reconstruction. It has
lived in an atmosphere of perpetual polemics. That is probably
the reason why, for the last two or three years, the movement has
not advanced much. To all appearances the impetus of its
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first invasion of the philosophical realm has spent itself: now it
is marking time rather than spreading. We have had too little
opportunity to judge it by its own Pragmatic test, vie. its ' fruits'
in the shape of positive theory. Had William James lived to com-
plete his Metaphysics, there might have been no cause for this
complaint. Now we look to Dr. Schiller, as the foremost repre-
sentative of the movement, to give us that systematic presentment
of Logic from the Pragmatist-Humanist standpoint for which no
one is better qualified than ha After all, now that Dr. Schiller has
piled up a mountain of the dibrit of the old Logic, he is not, let us
hope, going to sit down on the top of it, a sort of sham Moses, and
show us the promised land only from afar.

In conclusion, it is a pleasure to thank Captain EL V. Enox for
a truly admirable index.

B. F. ALFRED HOBBNL*.

Sophittik und Bhetorik, dot Bildungtideal da Ef Aiytir in teinem
Verhdltni* zur Phiiotophie det V. Jahrhundertt. By H. GOM-
FBBZ. Leipzig and Berlin: B. G. Teubner. Pp. vi + 292.

IT speaks volumes for the tenacious vitality of hidebound traditions
in philosophy that it should still be necessary to continue to refute
in detail views which have long been refuted in principle, and have
never been able to make any show of a rational reply to their
refaters. When three-quarters of a century ago George Grote
first pointed out that the Sophists were not a school of philosophic
theorisers, but a number of men independently practising a profes-
sion which the social and political conditions of their time had
rendered important, he let the sunshine of commonsense into a
fantastic fog of a philosophic tradition which it should have dissi-
pated at once and for ever. But the organisation of the philosophic
mind appears to be such that it is still possible to do good work
by elaborating Grote's point and tracing the intimate oonnexion
between the professional activities of the Sophists and their intel-
lectual products, the opinions they advanced. So Dr. Gomperz,
even though he follows after Grote, Henry Sidgwick, his own
eminent father (whose recent demise will have been felt as a loss
by every student of Greek philosophy), and a host of others, has
contrived to find in the scanty and fragmentary reports about the
Sophists the materials for an excellent book. In it he labours con-
vincingly to show that ail the opinions of the Sophists were relative
to, and derivative from, their professional ideal of ' effective speak-
ing '—a thesis which would appear probable to the verge of the
truistic to reasonable men, were it not that the average philosopher,
especially in Germany, still persists in regarding it as a wicked
paradox. It is therefore by no means superfluous that Dr. Gom-
perz should work it out with such an abundanoe of lemming, luci-
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